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Abstract 
 
We study the effect of both Z and Z ′ -mediated flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNCs) 
on the −+Λ→Λ llb  ( )τµ ,=l  rare decay. We find the branching ratio is reasonably 
enhanced from its standard model value due to the effect of both Z and Z ′ -mediated 
FCNCs, and gives the possibility of new physics beyond the standard model. The 
contribution of Z′ -boson depends upon the precise value of /ZM . 
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1. Introduction 
 
Rare B decays [1,2] induced by flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) −+→ ll)( dsb  
transitions are very important to probe the flavor sector of the standard model (SM). In 
the SM, they arise from one-loop diagrams and are generally suppressed in comparison to 
the tree diagrams. Nevertheless, one-loop FCNC processes can be enhanced by orders of 
magnitude in some cases due to the presence of new physics. New physics (NP) comes 
into play in rare B decays in two different ways: (a) through a new contribution to the 
Wilson coefficients or (b) through a new structure in the effective Hamiltonian, which are 
both absent in the SM. Rare decays can give valuable information about the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements, btstdt VVV ,, , etc and leptonic decay 
constants. Moreover, −+→ ll)( dsb  decay is very sensitive to the new physics beyond 
the SM. 
 
        The study of −+→ llsb  decays is one of the most reliable tests of FCNC. These 
decays have been studied in the SM, two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) and minimal 
supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [3-14]. The theoretical study of the inclusive 
decays is easy but their experimental detection is quite difficult. For exclusive decays the 
situation is opposite i.e. their experimental detection is easy, but theoretical analysis is 
very difficult. One of the exclusive decay which is described at inclusive level by 
−+→ llsb  transition is the baryonic −+Λ→Λ llb  ( )τµ ,,e=l  decay. This decay has 
been studied in the SM [15], in the supersymmetric model with and without R-parity [16-
19], in the two-Higgs-doublet model [20] and in a model independent way [21]. In 
comparison with B meson decays, bΛ   baryon decays contain some particular 
observables, involving the spin of the b quark, which are sensitive to new physics and 
more easily detectable [22]. 
 
         Theoretically it is predicted that Z ′ -bosons are exist in grand unified theories 
(GUTs), superstring theories and theories with large extra dimensions but experimentally 
the Z′ -boson is not discovered so far [23]. If the Z ′ -bosons couple to quarks and leptons 
not too weakly and if their mass is not too large, they will be produced at the Tevatron 
and the LHC and easily detected through their leptonic decay modes [24]. Therefore the 
search for these particles is a very challenging topic in experimental physics. 
 
   There has been rigorous study in the Z ′  sector to understand physics beyond the 
SM [25-28]. It has been shown that a leptophobic Z ′ -boson can appear in 6E  gauge 
models due to mixing of gauge kinetic terms [29,30]. Flavor mixing can be induced at the 
tree level in the up-type and/or down-type quark sector after diagonalizing their mass 
matrices. Mixing between ordinary and exotic left-handed quarks induces Z-mediated 
FCNCs. The right-handed quarks RR sd ,  and Rb  have different )1( ′U  quantum numbers 
than exotic Rq  and their mixing will induce Z ′ -mediated FCNCs [29,31,32] among the 
ordinary down quark types. Tree level FCNC interactions can also be induced by an 
additional Z ′ -boson on the up-type quark sector [33]. In the Z′  model [34], the FCNC 
Zsb ′−−  coupling is related to the flavor-diagonal couplings Zqq ′  in a predictive way, 
which is then used to obtain upper limits on the leptonic Z ′ll  couplings. Hence, it is 
possible to predict the branching ratio for −+Λ→Λ llb  rare decay. With FCNCs, both Z 
and Z ′ -boson contributes at tree level, and its contribution will interfere with the SM 
contributions [31,32,35]. In this paper, we study −+Λ→Λ llb  rare decay considering the 
effect of both Z and Z ′ -mediated FCNCs that change the effective Hamiltonian and 
modifies the branching ratio. 
 
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we discuss the −+Λ→Λ llb  rare 
decay in the standard model. In Section 3, we give a brief account of the extended quark 
sector model and explain why it implies FCNC at the tree level. Then, we evaluate the 
effective Hamiltonian for −+Λ→Λ llb  rare decay considering the contributions from 
both the Z and Z′ -bosons. In Section 4, we calculate the branching ratio for 
−+Λ→Λ llb  decay. Then we discuss our results, so obtained.  
 
 
2. −+Λ→Λ llb  Decay in the Standard Model  
 
Let us consider the −+Λ→Λ llb  ( )τµ ,=l  rare decay process. In the standard model, 
this process is loop-suppressed. However, it is potentially sensitive to new physics 
beyond the SM. At the quark level, the −+Λ→Λ llb  decay is described by the 
−+→ llsb  transition. The matrix element of the −+→ llsb  process contains terms 
describing the virtual effects induced by cctt ,  and uu  loops which are proportional to 
**
, scbcstbt VVVV  and *usbu VV  respectively. From unitarity of the CKM matrix and neglecting 
*
usbu VV  in comparison to *stbt VV  and *scbc VV , it is clear that the matrix element of the 
−+→ llsb  contains only one independent CKM factor *stbt VV . The effective 
Hamiltonian describing −+Λ→Λ llb  decay process is given [2,36]: 
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where FG  is the Fermi coupling constant, α  is the electromagnetic coupling 
constant, *stbtt VV=λ , ( )5, 12
1 γ±=LRP , p is the momentum transferred to the lepton pair 
and 
−+ += ppp  the sum of the momenta of the 
+
l   and −l , and effC7 , 9C  and 10C  are 
Wilson coefficients [37] evaluated at the b quark mass scale in the modified minimal 
subtraction ( )SM  scheme ( 6.4=bm GeV). 
 
  261.4,154.4,308.0 1097 −==−= CCC eff .          (2) 
 
The coefficient effC9  has a perturbative part and a resonance part which comes from the 
long distance effects. Therefore, we can write 
 
 
effC9  = 
resCsYC 99 )( ++  ,              (3) 
 
where 2ps =  and the function )(sY  is the perturbative part coming from one loop matrix 
elements of the four quark operators and is given by [20,38] 
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with smy jj /4 2= . The values of the coefficients Ci in next-to-leading-logarithmic (NLL) 
order are taken from [37] as ,012.0,059.1,151.0 321 ==−= CCC  ,034.04 −=C  
010.05 =C  and 040.06 −=C . The long distance resonance effect is given as [5,8,39] 
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where the phenomenological parameter k [9] is satisfied the relation ( ) 13 21 −=+ CCk . 
    
Now the amplitude of ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
−
−
+
+
ΛΛ Λ→Λ pppp bb ll  decay can be obtained 
by sandwiching effH  for the −+→ llsb  transition between initial and final baryon states 
i.e. beffH ΛΛ . The matrix elements of the various hadronic currents between the 
initial bΛ  and the final Λ baryon can be written as [2]: 
 
 [ ]
b
upfpfifubs b ΛΛ ++=ΛΛ µννµµµ σγγ 321  , 
  
 [ ]
b
upgpgigubs b ΛΛ ++=ΛΛ µ
ν
νµµµ γγσγγγγ 5352515 , 
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b
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b
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ν
νµµ
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νµ γγσγγγσ 5352515 ,        (7) 
where 
−+ΛΛ +=−= ppppp b  is the momentum transfer, and if  and ig  are the various 
form factors which are functions of 2p . The processes for the heavy to light baryonic 
decays such as those with Λ→Λb have been studied based on the heavy quark effective 
theory (HQET) in [40]. It is found that the number of independent form factors is reduced 
to two in the heavy quark symmetry limit. In this limit, the matrix elements of all 
hadronic currents, irrespective of their Dirac structure, can be written as 
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where Γ  is the product of Dirac matrices, 
bb
mpv ΛΛ= /µµ  is the four velocity of bΛ  and 
2,1F  are the form factors. The relations among these two sets of form factors are given as 
[16-19]:  
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where 22 /
b
mmr ΛΛ= . The form factors 1F  and 2F  for the 
−+Λ→Λ llb  decay are 
calculated in QCD sum rule approach combined with heavy quark symmetry in [15,16] 
and values are also presented in [21]. The values of form factors are 462.01 =F  and 
077.02 −=F . Using the recent data [16,41] we get the ratio of form factors, 
04.020.0 ±−=r . From equation (9), it is clear that )( 11 gf  and ( )TT gf 22  are 
proportional to 1F . Hence, they are large whereas all others are small. Now using these 
form factors, the transition amplitude can be written as [2]: 
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where the parameters iA , iB  and jj ED ,  ( i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, 3) are defined as 
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 .         (11) 
From equation (11), it is clear that Tf  and Tg  are associated with 7C  which is about 
one order magnitude smaller than 9C  and 10C  [equation (2)] so that their effects due to 
the deviation of the results in the HQET are small [18]. 
 
Differential Decay Rates and Branching Ratios: 
 
The double partial decay rates for −+Λ→Λ llb  ( )τµ ,=l  can be obtained from the 
transition amplitude [equation (10)] as: 
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where 2/ˆ
b
mss Λ= , θcos=z , the angle between bpΛ  and +p  in the center of mass frame 
of −+ ll  pair, and ( ) ( )cabcabcbacba ++−++= 2,, 222λ  is the usual triangle 
function. The function ( )zsK ,  is given as 
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[ ]21212121248 EDBAvm lb +++− Λ λ  ,         (16) 
 
where λ  is the short form for ( )sr ˆ,,1λ . Now integrating equation (12) w. r. t. the 
angular dependent parameter z, we can get the expression for decay width as : 
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The limits for s are based on the kinematic phase space: 
 
 
( )224 ΛΛ −≤≤ mmsm bl  .                 (18) 
 
The branching ratios can be calculated by multiplying decay width Γ  with the life time 
of bΛ  i.e.  
 
 ( ) ( )
bbbB Λ
−+−+ Λ→ΛΓ=Λ→Λ τllll  ,         (19) 
 
where 
bΛτ  is the life time of bΛ  and ( ) 12049.0 048.0 10383.1 −+−Λ ×=bτ s [41]. The value of 
the branching ratios for −+Λ→Λ llb  decay in the standard model [2] is given as:  
 ( )−+Λ→Λ µµbB  = 61055.4 −×   ,  ( )−+Λ→Λ ττbB  =  61017.0 −× .          (20) 
 
These branching ratios have also been calculated in an explicit supersymmetric standard 
model [18] as: 
 ( )−+Λ→Λ µµbB  = 61024.2 −×   ,  ( )−+Λ→Λ ττbB  =  610179.0 −× .           (21)       
 
3. The Model  
 
In extended quark sector model [35], besides the three standard generations of the quarks, 
there is an LSU )2(  singlet of charge 3/1− . This model allows for Z-mediated FCNCs. 
The up quark sector interaction eigenstates are identified with mass eigenstates but down 
quark sector interaction eigenstates are related to the mass eigenstates by a 4 ×  4 unitary 
matrix, which is denoted by K. The charged-current interactions are described by 
    
 
( )−+ +− += µµµµ JWJWgLW 2int ,                                                                     (22) 
 LjLiji duVJ µµ γ=
−
.                                                                                              (23) 
   
The charged-current mixing matrix V is a 3 ×  4 submatrix of K : 
   
 jiji KV =     for 4..,......,1,3,......1 == ji .                                                        (24) 
    
Here, V is parametrized by six real angles and three phases, instead of three angles and 
one phase in the original CKM matrix. 
 
 The neutral-current interactions are described by 
     
            ( )µµµ θθ meWWZ JJZ
gL 23int sin
cos
−=  ,                                                        (25) 
           LjLijiLqLpqp uuddUJ
µµµ γδγ
2
1
2
13 +−=  .                                                 (26) 
     
In neutral-current mixing, the matrix for the down sector is U = V†V. Since in this case V 
is not unitary, 1≠U . Its nondiagonal elements do not vanish: 
   
 qpqp KKU 4
*
4−=                 for   qp ≠  .                                                             (27) 
    
Since the various qpU  are non-vanishing, they allow for flavor-changing neutral currents 
that would be a signal for new physics. 
 
         Now consider the −+Λ→Λ llb  decay process in the presence of Z-mediated FCNC 
[35] at tree level. The sbZ  FCNC coupling, which affects B-decays, is parameterized by 
one independent parameter bsU  and this parameter is constrained by branching ratio of 
the process −+→ llSXB  and is found to be 
3101 −×≅bsU  [42]. The BELLE 
Collaboration [43] has measured the branching ratio ( ) =→ −+llSXBB  ( ) 64.1 1.1 104.11.6 −+− ×± . Considering the contribution of the Z-boson to −+Λ→Λ llb  
( )τµ ,=l  decay, one can write the effective Hamiltonian [2] as 
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G
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where lVC  and 
l
AC  are the vector and axial vector 
−+
llZ  couplings and are given as 
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where Wθ  is the weak mixing (or Weinberg) angle [44]. The contributions to decay 
−+Λ→Λ llb  mainly come from the Wilson coefficients 9C  and 10C , and corresponding 
operators. In this model, the structure of the effective Hamiltonian is in the same form as 
that of the SM. Hence, its effect can be evaluated by replacing the SM Wilson 
coefficients ( )SMeffC9  and ( )SMC10  by 
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From equation (2), it is clear that the value of the Wilson coefficients 9C  and 10C  are 
opposite to each other. Hence, the new physics contributions to 9C  and 10C  are opposite 
to each other and one will get constructive and destructive interference of SM and NP 
amplitudes for piθ =  or zero (where θ  is the relative weak phase between the SM and 
NP contribution in the above equation). We consider the weak phase difference to be pi  
to get constructive interference between the SM and NP amplitudes. The updated model-
independent values for these coefficients can be found in Ref. [45,46]. 
 
The branching ratios for −+Λ→Λ llb  ( )τµ ,=l  decay in the presence of Z-
mediated FCNC are calculated in [2] as: 
     ( )ZbB −+Λ→Λ µµ  = 61090.20 −×   ,  
  ( )ZbB −+Λ→Λ ττ  =  61092.0 −× .                     (31) 
     
         The same idea can be applied to a Z′ -boson i.e., mixing among particles which 
have different Z′  quantum numbers will induce FCNCs due to Z′  exchange [31,32,47]. 
Since the ZqpU  are generated by mixing that breaks weak isospin, they are expected to be 
at most O( 21 / MM ), where )( 21 MM  is typical light (heavy) fermion mass. On the other 
hand, the Z′ -mediated coupling 
/Z
qpU  can be generated via mixing of particles with same 
weak isospin and, so, suffer no suppression. Even though Z′ -mediated interactions are 
suppressed relative to Z, these are compensated by the factor Zqp
Z
qp UU /
/
 ∼ ( 12 / MM ). The 
flavor-changing coupling ZbsU
′
 is constrained by the process ννsb →  [48,49] and is 
found to be 32
2
101.7 −
′
′ ×≤
z
zz
sb M
MU . This can be turned into a bound on ZsbU
′
 if one 
assumes a value for ZM ′ . If we assume
Z
bsU
′
 ~ 
*
stbt VV , then it is possible to write bsU  
instead of ZbsU
′
, which gives significant contributions to the −+Λ→Λ llb  decay process. 
Thus the new contributions from Z′ -boson are exactly in the similar manner as in the Z-
boson. Therefore, we write the general effective Hamiltonian [31,32] that contribute to 
−+Λ→Λ llb  in the light of equation (28) as : 
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where ( )WWeg θθ cossin/=  and g ′  is the gauge coupling associated with the )1( ′U  
group. The absence of the suppression in the mixing for the Z′ -mediated FCNC can 
compensate for 22 / ZZ MM ′  suppression of the Z′  amplitude relative to the Z amplitude, 
which implies that the coefficients describing the Z and Z′  flavor-changing effective 
interactions can be comparable in size. The net effective Hamiltonian can be written, 
from equation (28) and (32), as )()( ZHZHH effeffeff ′+=  and 
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and the corresponding branching ratios for the baryonic rare decays −+Λ→Λ llb  
( )τµ ,=l  are calculated in the next section.  
 
 
4. Results and Discussions 
 
In this section, we calculate the branching ratios for the baryonic rare decays 
−+Λ→Λ llb  ( )τµ ,=l   using recent data [41]: ( )000004.0658367.105 ±=µm  MeV, 
( )17.084.1776 ±=τm  MeV, ( )000000013.0510998910.0 ±=em  MeV,  
( )006.0683.1115 ±=Λm  MeV, ( )6.12.5620 ±=Λbm MeV, ( )049.0 048.0383.1 +−Λ =bτ  
1210 −×  s, ZM  = ( )0021.01876.91 ±  GeV, ( ) 251000001.016637.1 −−×±= GeVGF , 
23.0sin 2 =Wθ  and 310−≅bsU  [42]. Since the Z′  has not yet been discovered, its mass 
is unknown. However, the Z′  mass is constrained by direct searches at Fermilab, weak 
neutral current data and precision studies at LEP and the SLC [50-53], which give a 
model-dependent lower bound around 500 GeV if the interaction is comparable to the 
other couplings of the standard model. However, the lower mass limit can be as low as 
130 GeV [54] if the coupling is weak. The experimental bounds on /ZM  above 1 TeV are 
not expected without excessive fine-tuning of supersymmetry breaking mass parameters, 
or unusual choices of )1( ′U  charge assignments. In a study of B meson decays with Z′ -
mediated flavor-changing neutral currents [32], they study the Z′ -boson in the mass 
range of a few hundred GeV to 1 TeV.  In this paper, we study the Z′ -boson in the mass 
range 130 GeV – 1 TeV.  
    
In general, the value of gg /′  is undetermined [55]. However, generically, one 
expects that 1/ ≈′ gg  if both U(1) groups have the same origin from some grand unified 
theory.  We take 1/ ≈′ gg  in our calculations.   
     
 
Using the lower limit for the mass of Z′ -boson, /ZM = 130 GeV, we get  
 ( ) ZZbB ′+−+Λ→Λ µµ  = ( ) 61001.052.46 −×±   ,  
( ) ZZbB ′+−+Λ→Λ ττ   =  ( ) 61012.003.2 −×± .          (34) 
     
Again using the mass of Z′ -boson, /ZM = 1000 GeV, we get  
    ( ) ZZbB ′+−+Λ→Λ µµ  =  ( ) 61011.023.21 −×± , 
( ) ZZbB ′+−+Λ→Λ ττ   =  ( ) 61002.093.0 −×± .         (35) 
 
From equation (34) and (35), it is clear that depending on the precise value of /ZM , the 
Z ′ -mediated FCNCs gives sizable contributions to −+Λ→Λ llb  decay process. Our 
estimated branching ratios for −+Λ→Λ llb  decay process are reasonably enhanced from 
its standard model value [equation (20)]. Hence, the −+Λ→Λ llb  decay process could 
provide signals for new physics beyond the standard model. It is also found that the 
forward-backward asymmetries ( AFB ) are different from that of the standard model 
value due to Z-mediated FCNC [2]. We expect that the Z′ -mediated FCNC will also 
change the forward-backward asymmetries values from that of the standard model value. 
The position of the zero value of AFB is very sensitive to the presence of new physics. 
These facts lead to enrichment in the phenomenology of both the Z and Z′ -mediated 
FCNCs and −+Λ→Λ llb  decay; and the physics beyond the standard model will be 
known after the discovery of the Z′ -boson which is expected at the LHC. 
        
 We are hopeful that the effect of Z′ -mediated FCNCs in bΛ  decays would be 
measured in the Tevatron. The LHCb is expected to give us more insight on the flavor 
structure of new physics through precise measurements of rates and CP asymmetries in 
rare decays. The experimental observation of the rare B-decays −+Λ→Λ llb  would 
provide precision tests of the SM in the crucial and as yet untested FCNC sector of B-
decays. It is also expected [18,22,56-58] that the measurements of −+Λ→Λ llb  can 
serve as a promising quantity to explore new physics effects as well as to constrain the 
parameter space of various models beyond the SM. We have no doubt that an exciting 
future is ahead of us! 
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